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In this issue of BMJ Quality & Safety, Meddings et al report the evaluation of a national effort to reduce two well-known safety targets, central line-associated bloodstream infection (CLABSI) and catheter-associated urinary tract infection (CAUTI). The paper’s introduction helpfully informs readers of the context. Prior projects funded by the US Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) have reported well-known successes for both these targets. One national collaborative reported a greater than 40% reduction in CLABSI in intensive care units (ICUs). And, a comparably large project reported a 32% reduction in CAUTI in clinical units other than ICUs, but with no reduction occurring in ICUs. This lack of improvement for CAUTI in ICUs might perplex those familiar with the history of these interventions. The AHRQ On the CUSP: Stop CAUTI project included the Comprehensive Unit-based Safety Program (CUSP) to support behavioural and cultural changes seen as crucial to support uptake of the technical elements of the CLABSI bundle and other checklist-type interventions. Why would an intervention for CAUTI modelled after one which has apparently worked so well for CLABSI in ICUs work only outside ICUs? This unexpected result, along with the fact that, even in the seemingly more successful CLABSI project a substantial proportion of ICUs did not improve, led to the national collaborative now reported by Meddings et al.

The programme recruited 366 ICUs from 220 US hospitals, with 274 ICUs providing complete data. Neither target showed significant improvements. For CLABSI, the incidence rate ratio (IRR) was 0.75, but the 95% CI extended up to an increase of 1.08 (p=0.13). CAUTI showed a similar result: IRR=0.79 but with a CI extending up to 1.06. Moreover utilisation for both catheters decreased only marginally and non-significantly.

The authors offer two possible explanations for these disappointing results. First, the participating sites showed suboptimal engagement. About 60% of ICUs viewed none of the online educational modules for CLABSI and 45% viewed none for CAUTI. The authors suggest this suboptimal engagement reflected a decreased focus on the socioadaptive elements of the CUSP model compared with past programme. That said, reductions in CAUTI and CLABSI in these previous programmes showed no associations with improvements in unit culture. Unless CUSP produces improvements not detected by measures of culture, the decreased focus on CUSP seems unlikely to explain the current null results.

A second possible explanation involves a ceiling effect from secular trends. ICUs in this collaborative started with average rates of both CLABSI and CAUTI below those seen following interventions in past successful programmes. With pre-intervention performance in the current programme already surpassing that seen with past successes, it does seem reasonable to suggest that secular trends in rates of CLABSI and CAUTI left little room for further reductions.

Though not suggested by the authors, a third possibility is simply that the technical intervention did not work. In the case of CLABSI, despite the prominence of the bundle, evidence for effectiveness remains mixed. Losses to follow-up of about 40% of eligible ICU months in the original study almost certainly produced an overly optimistic picture. And, a large UK study reported reductions in CLABSI comparable to those
in Michigan, yet did not produce an improvement over and above the secular trend. Moreover, pre-ICU infections declined in parallel with ICU-acquired infections, suggesting effects other than the bundle. As noted in the companion editorial, outcome ascertainment for CLABSI (and CAUTI) depends on clinical behaviours. Many clinicians reflexively ‘pan culture’ patients when their clinical status worsens. This habit produces numerous false positive results. Curbing this habit represents an improvement. Yet, reducing the frequency of cultures will reduce CLABSI and CAUTI even without other specific improvements.

**CEILING EFFECTS VERSUS SURVEILLANCE BIAS**

Less frequent culturing of blood and urine would give rise to surveillance bias as a cause for some of the reductions in CLABSI and CAUTI reported in past studies, as well as the apparent secular improvements invoked as the basis for ceiling effects in the study by Meddings et al. Various studies have identified important differences in the detection, documentation and reporting of CLABSI between centres. Comparable data do not exist for CAUTI. But, the previous AHRQ On the CUSP: Stop CAUTI project showed essentially no improvement for ICUs, with a CAUTI rate of 2.50 per 1000 catheter days for ICUs at the end of the evaluation. Yet ICUs in the current programme started with a rate of 1.25 per 1000 urinary catheter days. This CAUTI rate is 50% lower than the ICUs at the end of the previous project, and it surpasses the rate observed on units outside the ICU, where the intervention succeeded. If ICUs participating in a major national collaborative could not reduce their CAUTI rate, it seems unlikely that non-participating ICUs would cut their rate by 50% over just a few years. If secular trends produced such substantial improvements, we would have no need of improvement collaboratives.

What might cause decreased clinical surveillance for CLABSI and CAUTI (ie, less frequent testing with blood and urine cultures)? Widespread Attention to Choosing Wisely over the past 8 years has generally included a focus on reducing unnecessary laboratory tests. Unnecessary urine cultures have received specific attention. One initiative specifically highlighted the role that ‘stewardship of culturing’ played in reducing CAUTI. None of the five participating ICUs in that initiative showed significant changes in the monthly urine culturing rate during the preintervention period. Just 1 month into the intervention, urine culturing rates decreased significantly (p=0.001) across all five units, with significant downward trends continuing throughout the postintervention period.

**HAVE WE FOCUSED TOO MUCH ON NARROW HEALTHCARE-ACQUIRED COMPLICATIONS?**

I do not suggest that all past reductions in CLABSI or CAUTI entirely reflect surveillance bias. Bundles targeting these outcomes consist of specific elements with well-established benefits. The use of chlorhexidine for skin disinfection on its own delivers a substantial reduction in CLABSI. Greater use of this and other bundle elements ought to reduce the rate at which CLABSI occurs. The same holds true for the CAUTI bundle, which consists of elements that almost certainly reduce the rate at which this complication occurs. So, advocates of these bundles will argue that the problem consists primarily of an implementation challenge.

The question, though, 20 years into the patient safety movement, is how far to pursue such implementation challenges. CLABSI and CAUTI constitute very narrow targets. We still have other healthcare-acquired infections to target and many non-infectious healthcare-acquired complications (fall-related injuries, pressure ulcers, venous thromboembolism, delirium, etc), numerous different types of preventable adverse drug events, complications after surgery and other invasive procedures, and harms from misdiagnosis. Are we really going to continue to pursue a ‘whack-a-mole’ approach, trying to reduce so many specific harms? It seems like a futile endeavour given that CLABSI and CAUTI, both of which have received considerable attention over 10–15 years, have produced mixed or unclear successes. Moreover, healthcare professionals complain of change fatigue from numerous improvement initiatives and exhibit symptoms of burn-out in general.

I raise this question recognising that I and others initially advocated for greater attention to precisely these sorts of patient safety targets. Following publication of To Err is Human, AHRQ commissioned an evidence report ranking over 80 specific patient practices on the basis of strength of evidence, scope of the specific safety problem, implementation issues and the possibility for unintended consequences. Several prominent experts expressed dismay over the prominence of interventions to prevent venous thromboembolism and various other harms of hospitalisation. They had expected recommendations to emulate safety practices from industries such as aviation and nuclear power, including a focus on incident investigation and application of principles from human factors engineering. Expressing surprise over the mundane clinical targets of the recommended interventions, they wrote: ‘While the safety of central venous catheter use is important, it would not be near the top of the list of challenges for hospital safety officers or near the top of the list of causes of patient harm. Similarly, preventing ventilator-associated pneumonia…has limited application.’

Nonetheless, the ensuing years have seen a proliferation of efforts to prevent CLABSI, CAUTI, venous thromboembolism, ventilator-associated pneumonia, falls, pressure ulcers, surgical site infections and so on. The experience with CLABSI and CAUTI makes me
wonder if this focus on narrow safety targets achieves too little benefit and comes at too high cost—in personnel time and staff morale.

**FROM CONFUSING COMPLEXITY TO PROFOUND SIMPLICITY: CULTURAL CHANGE AS AN END IN ITSELF**

The organisational theorist Karl Weick has written that ‘understanding progresses through three stages: superficial simplicity, confused complexity, followed by profound simplicity’. The superficial simplicity in patient safety consisted of calls to simply emulate other high-risk industries. Initial critiques, including from me, highlighted the need for more evidence about specific interventions and how to implement them. Others pointed out that calls to emulate the benefits of checklists reflected a superficial understanding of how other industries derived benefit from such tools. They did not use checklists as socioadaptive interventions focusing on teamwork and cultural change, as well as attempts to combine seemingly straightforward interventions such as bundles and checklists with more complex behavioural and cultural changes. In my experience, a checklist really is just a checklist. When I go to the market, I want to quickly glance at a list of items so as not to forget anything, not engage in a shared mental model with anyone. Granting, surgery constitutes a more complex, team-based activity than my simple, solo trip to the market. Still, if achieving the desired impact of a checklist or bundle requires major changes to how we communicate and behave, we need to target those desired changes, not just relegate them to the ‘implementation plan’. Real improvements in teamwork and communication increasingly seem like worthwhile goals in themselves, not just the socioadaptive means to the end of implementing checklists and bundles.

We have reasons to focus on removal of catheters, especially urinary ones. Patients often find them uncomfortable and they reduce mobility. But the evidence for interventions to reduce narrow targets such as CAUTI and CLABSI remains mixed, and efforts to implement them produce change fatigue. We need ways to improve care for patients which also improve staff morale.\(^44\)\(^45\)\(^46\)

The 20 years since *To Err is Human* have produced too little progress with narrow targets such as CLABSI and CAUTI. Even when checklist interventions include strategies for supporting cultural change, such as CUSP, they do not necessarily work.\(^47\) Yet interventions focusing on teamwork and cultural change, where a checklist constitutes one component, not the main event, have reported important improvements in patient outcomes.\(^48\) This increasingly seems to me the ‘profound simplicity’ we need to accept. How clinicians communicate and interact—with each other and with patients—constitute the main events. Focusing more intensely on these activities than we have to date now seems to hold more promise for patient safety and staff morale than does the Sisyphean task of developing, implementing and sustaining interventions targeting one narrow safety problem after another.
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